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Abstract 

Summary 

NMR-based metabolomics is widely used to obtain a metabolic fingerprint of biological 

systems. While targeted workflows require previous knowledge of metabolites, prior to 

statistical analysis, untargeted approaches remain a challenge. Computational tools 

dealing with fully untargeted NMR-based metabolomics are still scarce or not user-

friendly. Therefore, we developed AlpsNMR (Automated spectraL Processing System for 

NMR), an R package that provides automated and efficient signal processing for 

untargeted NMR metabolomics. AlpsNMR includes spectra loading, metadata handling, 

automated outlier detection, spectra alignment and peak-picking, integration, and 

normalization. The obtained output can easily be used for further statistical analysis, and 

it has proven effective in detecting metabolite changes in a test case. The tool allows less 

experienced users to easily implement this workflow from spectra to a ready-to-use 

dataset in their routines. 

Availability and implementation 

The AlpsNMR R package is freely available to download from 

http://github.com/sipss/AlpsNMR under the GPL-3 license. 

Contact: lfernandez@ibecbarcelona.eu or soller@ibecbarcelona.eu or 

smarco@ibecbarcelona.eu 

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

Over the last decades, a whole field of research opened for NMR spectroscopy in the 

analysis of biological samples. Metabolomics-based NMR allows capturing a multitude 

of metabolites, at their inherent concentrations, present in the same sample, in single 

experiments. Metabolomics is thus sensitive to biotic and abiotic perturbations and it has 

been decisive in proposing biomarkers of disease, identifying metabotypes, and 

disclosing physiological mechanisms (Moco et al., 2007; Vignoli et al., 2019).  

In metabolomics, 1D 1H NMR experiments are generally common in biochemical 

applications. Given the complexity of signals in such a spectrum of a biological sample, 

with contributions of hundreds of metabolites, spectral signal processing is required. 

Targeted metabolomics workflows aim to detect (and quantify) a set of pre-defined 

known metabolites that describe specific biologically-relevant processes. Untargeted 

approaches aim to comprehensively extract metabolite features derived from the entire 

spectra, including both known and unknown signatures (Schrimpe-Rutledge et al., 2016). 

Therefore, typical metabolomics workflows for targeted and untargeted approaches differ 

in certain steps, such as metabolite identification before or after data acquisition and 

statistical modelling (Oresic et al., 2009). 

Various computational tools have been proposed for targeted or semi-targeted 

approaches, such as BATMAN (Hao et al., 2012), ASICS (Tardivel et al., 2017), rDolphin 

(Cañueto et al., 2018), and AQuA (Röhnisch et al., 2018). A common feature of these is 

the use of a predefined metabolite library of reference peak patterns of known metabolites 

in a particular biofluid (typically plasma/serum). These approaches fail to extract any 

metabolite or feature not present in this metabolite library, even if present at high 

concentration and potentially informative. Untargeted approaches attempt to fill this gap, 

by capturing as many metabolite features as possible, including unknown compounds (or 



not predefined) (Alonso et al., 2015). Most computational routines for untargeted NMR 

metabolomics analyses are performed by means of commercial software (Weber et al., 

2017), with few exceptions of packages developed in R, as ChemoSpec to handle spectra 

alignment, binning and certain statistical analyses (Hanson, 2016), and speaq for 

alignment and wavelet-based peak detection algorithms (Beirnaert et al., 2018). 

Here, we present the R package AlpsNMR for NMR signal processing capable of: 

importing 1H NMR spectra, handling metadata, performing spectrum interpolation, 

automated outlier detection, spectra alignment, peak-picking, integration and 

normalization, and delivering a combined reduced dataset ready for statistical analysis or 

machine learning. This user-friendly step-by-step workflow allows data analysts and 

NMR users to treat NMR-based metabolomics datasets in a fully untargeted manner. 

 

2 IMPLEMENTATION AND MAIN FUNCTIONS 

The workflow of AlpsNMR includes a sequential procedure from data import to final 

dataset (Figure 1A). In the loading step (step 1), the AlpsNMR_nmr_read_samples_dir 

function imports the directory containing multiple spectra, for instance, a Bruker data 

directory. Then, the nmr_meta_add function automatically matches external and/or 

analytical metadata from a Microsoft Excel file (step 2) with the NMR dataset. At this 

point, the spectra are ready for interpolation (step 3) and exclusion of the solvent regions 

(e.g. water, methanol, or other; step 4). The AlpsNMR package includes robust principal 

component analysis (rPCA) for outlier detection (step 5), with a proposed threshold, based 

on quantiles, for Q residual and T2 score values, less sensitive to extreme intensities due 

to, for instance, outliers (Hubert and Engelen, 2004). The nmr_pca_outliers_filter 

function automatically detects, reports and removes, if applicable, outliers from the NMR 



dataset. These can be visualised by the user for further exploration. The 

nmr_detect_peaks_plot function (step 6) provides visualization of signals, so that users 

can edit the sensitivity of the algorithm to obtain either a more exhaustive or a reduced 

peak table as a final output (step 10). The peak alignment step (step 7) is based on 

hierarchical cluster-based peak alignment (CluPA) (Vu et al., 2011) by means of a speaq 

function (Beirnaert et al., 2018). Normalization by an internal calibrant and/or the 

probabilistic quotient normalization (PQN) (Dieterle et al., 2006) may be performed by 

the nmr_normalize function (step 8). The plot_interactive function produces an 

interactive plot created with plotly in a HTML file that may be edited, zoomed and 

downloaded as a PNG figure. The integration of peaks (step 9) may be performed 

automatically, from the detected peaks, or manually, in which users can select a specific 

region of interest, after which the dataset is generated (step 10) for further data analysis. 

Finally, the tool has functions to export data in several formats compatible with packages 

such as BATMAN, ASICS and ChemoSpec to run, for example, other targeted and/or 

machine learning analyses. 

AlpsNMR is based on R environment. The package is hosted on 

github.com/sipss/AlpsNMR and a version will be available as an R package on CRAN. 

AlpsNMR was created on standard CRAN and Bioconductor characteristics, and thus, 

allows the flexibility and cooperation with other R based packages. It can be executed 

under Windows, Mac and Linux operating systems. AlpsNMR supports 1D NMR spectral 

data files from formats JCAMP-DX and/or the vendor Bruker, R data format and text file 

as input. Various 1D NMR pulse sequences are supported, such as NOESY-1D (Nuclear 

Overhauser Effect SpectroscopY) 1D and CPMG (Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill 

sequence). 

 



3 CASE STUDY 

AlpsNMR was applied on a publicly available dataset (MTBLS242) found in the 

repository MetaboLights (Haug et al., 2013). This dataset of 106 1H NMR CPMG spectra 

of human serum were obtained from a longitudinal study on severe obese after bariatric 

surgery (Gralka et al., 2015), Supplementary Material. After importing the NMR 

directory and metadata (Figure 1B, step 3), AlpsNMR detected one outlier (Figure 1B, 

step 5 and Figure S1) prior to spectral alignment. After peak detection (Figure 1B, step 

6), alignment, PQN-normalization (Figure 1B, step 8) and peak integration, the final 

dataset consisted of 686 signals. This reduction of dimensionality was proven essential in 

discovering significant metabolites, when challenged to a test case. In fact, AlpsNMR 

proved successful in replicating the reported results obtained by of Gralka et al, as shown 

in Table 1S, Supplementary Material, after biostatistical analysis. The workflow took 20 

min to analyse this dataset using a twelve-core workstation. 

 

4 CONCLUSION 

In sum, the R package AlpsNMR was developed to perform pre-processing of 1D NMR-

based metabolomics datasets. It includes a workflow organised in steps, after which a 

reduced output of signal intensities according to chemical shift is generated. This peak 

list can be then taken for further statistical analysis and metabolite identification, feasible 

to be imported by other tools or packages. Using the dataset MTBLS242, as a test case, 

our package succeeded in identifying significant metabolites, in accordance to previously 

reported. We believe this tool to be of use for the NMR metabolomics community, as it 

allows for automated and integrated data processing in a fully untargeted way. 
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Figure 1. A, Workflow for NMR-based metabolomics data pre-processing using 

AlpsNMR to obtain a dataset ready for machine learning (ML) or statistical analysis. B, 

MTBLS242 dataset was submitted to the AlpsNMR workflow as a case study: step 3 (top 

left plot, interpolation), overlay of 8 unprocessed 1H NMR spectra on 3.60-3.40 ppm 

region, after interpolation; step 5 (bottom left plot, outlier detection), diagnostic of outlier 

detection based on robust principal component analysis (outliers are labelled); step 6 (top 



right plot, peak detection), spectral region of detected peaks on the chosen reference 

spectrum (Obs1_0323s); step 8 (bottom right plot, normalization), overlay of the same 8 

1H NMR spectra on 3.6-3.40 ppm region, after normalisation. 


